TRANSFORM YOUR DECK IN ONE DAY

PRODUCT & COLOR GUIDE
DECK START WOOD PRIMER

SIMPLIFIES prep and SAVES time

- Apply to damp or dry wood
- No sanding or stripping required
- Works on previously coated and worn decks
- Compatible with any solid topcoat
- Clean, prime and coat

2X SOLID STAIN

Restores the beauty of LIGHTLY WORN decks

- 2X thicker for extra durability
- One coat application
- Superior weather-resistance
- Waterproofing protection

For exterior use only and not recommended for driveways, garages or other areas with vehicular traffic.
Colors shown on this printed piece may vary slightly from actual product due to aging, lighting, and printing processes.
Create a smoother finish for 20X Deck Resurfacer (Optional)

A synthetic bristle brush may be used to lightly skim the surface while the product is still wet to achieve smoother texture. Skim in the opposite direction as rolled, using care not to remove any of the material by applying too much pressure.
6X Deck Coat

Restores the beauty of **MODERATELY WORN** decks

- 6X thicker for enhanced durability
- One coat coverage
- Superior weather-resistance
- Waterproofing protection

---

20X Deck Resurfacer

Restores the beauty of **HEAVILY WORN** decks

- 20X thicker for maximum durability
- One coat coverage
- Superior weather-resistance
- Waterproofing protection

---

*For exterior use only and not recommended for driveways, garages or other areas with vehicular traffic.*
TRANSFORM YOUR DECK IN ONE DAY

1. CLEAN
Clean surface thoroughly with ROCKSOLID DECK & PATIO CLEANER.

2. PRIME
Apply one coat of ROCKSOLID DECK START WOOD PRIMER. May be applied to damp or dry wood.

3. COAT
Apply ROCKSOLID 2X SOLID STAIN, ROCKSOLID 6X DECK COAT or ROCKSOLID 20X DECK RESURFACER.

PROJECT CHECKLIST

CLEAN
- ROCKSOLID Deck & Patio Cleaner
- Deck Brush
- Plastic Tarp / Rosin Paper
- Painters Tape
- Bucket
- Hose
- Broom / Leaf Blower
- Rags

PRIME
- ROCKSOLID Deck Start Wood Primer
- Roller Cover
- Roller Frame
- Extension Pole
- Synthetic Paint Brush
- Paint Tray
- Paint Tray Liner
- Rags

COAT
- ROCKSOLID 2X Solid Stain, ROCKSOLID 6X Deck Coat or ROCKSOLID 20X Deck Resurfacer
- 9 in. 3/8” Nap Roller (2X only)
- 9 in. 6X Deck Coat Roller (6X only)
- 9 in. 20X Deck Resurfacer Roller (20X)
- 9 in. Roller Frame
- Synthetic Paint Brush
- Putty Knife
- Extension Pole
- Paint Tray
- Paint Tray Liner
- Rags

For more tips and instructional videos visit rustoleum.com/rocksolid
ROCKSOLID® 2X SOLID STAIN AEROSOLS
Companion aerosols save time when completing deck railings, spindles and hard to reach places. Available in Cape Code Gray, Beach and Timberline.

ROCKSOLID® DECK & PATIO CLEANER
A concentrated cleaner for repairing and degreasing most exterior wood and concrete surfaces. Ideal for removing mill glaze on new wood to prepare for coating.

ROCKSOLID® 6X AND 20X ROLLER COVERS
Honeycomb rollers specifically designed for 6X and 20X application. These rollers enable perfect one-coat coverage every time and allow back and forth application with ease.

3/8” NAP ROLLER, A SHORT NAP STAIN PAD OR PAINT BRUSH
Use a quality 3/8” nap roller, a short nap stain pad or a paint brush for latex based paint. NOTE: for use with Deck Start Wood Primer and 2X Solid Stain only.